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Sacred Womban, birthed from the Great
Grandmother - Papatuanuku, with the breath of

spirit bringing us to life.
 

 Embodiment of the divine feminine essence of
creation. 

The mothers, sisters, daughters, nurturers & carers. 
The ones who sustain and nourish the flourishing of

life. 
We are reclaiming our power and divinity as the

womb holders.
 

Nature shows us that she has cycles, seasons & her
own natural rhythm- reminding us that so to, do we.

 
Alot of us werent taught about the wisdom of our
bodies and wombs and how to truly align with our

natural rythms and cycles.
 

In this booklet I will teach you about how to track
your cycle , the phases we go through in our cycles
and practices that will support you in each phase.

 
By learning how to be intune with our natural rythms

we can experience deeper connection with our
intuition, creative life force energy, our needs & our

power.



Tracking your cycle 
As women we have an organic cycle within each month.
On average a healthy cycle length is between 29-31 days

correlating with the  rhythm of the moon.
 

To determine the length of your cycle you would count
how many days starting from the first day of your bleed

until the first day of your next bleed.  
 

Birth control and different lifestyle factors can also
contribute to the length of your cycle making it change

from month to month.
.

Personally I like to mark my calendar on my wall (or you
can use the one on your phone) the day my bleed starts
and then I will count 29 days and mark that as my next

period date as my cycle is quite consistent now.
From there I know what phases i’m in for the rest of the

month and can plan accordingly.
 

If you are new to tracking your cycle it may take you a few
months to determine your cycle length and to recognise if

you have irregular cycles. 
Be patient with yourself and stay consistent, if you forget

one month just keep coming back and marking in your
calendar.

 
The more you track your cycle the more you will begin to

naturally tune into your own rhythm and the different
phases that you transition through throughout the month.

 



Understanding Your Inner
Seasons

Throughout our monthly cycle we transition
through four different phases that correlate

energetically with the seasons in nature.
 We have an inner Winter, Spring, Summer & 

 Autumn each month. 
 

These inner phases allow us to utilise the
energy that we are in by inviting different

power to be strengthened & nutured. 
When we understand our shifts in mood, needs
& wants we are more in control of our own life.
We know ourselfs on a deeper level rather than

being blindsided or thrashed around by an
unpredictable storm.

 
When we mend our relationship to our cycles,
we mend our relationship with ourselves. We

are also freeing ourselves from the chains of a
patriarchal society that has abandoned the

gentleness & wisdom of the sacred feminine.
 



Inner Winter (First Day of Bleed) Day 1 - 7

Menstruation is a time for deep rest, release & surrender. It’s a
time where the veil between the spiritual and physical world

becomes thinner & we are abe to access our deep inner
wisdom. 

This is not a time to be giving to others or being overly social.
Take this time to cacoon your energy inwards, self reflect,

release emotion and things that arent serving you. 

 To ensure an optimal womb cleanse that will support balanced
hormones make sure to 1. Prioritise rest for the first 4 days of
your period. 2.Avoid insertion of period products that plug the

vaginal canal such as tampons. 3.Keep abdomen and body
warm to support good circulation & blood flow to the uterus.

4.Ensure adequate hydration & nutrition to support increased
blood circulation (herbal teas are amazing at providing

nourishment and support, always drink herbal tea while
bleeding!) 5.Avoid body inversions and rigorous exercise.

A great way to utilise this energy is to create new month
resolutions. Journal about what you are wanting to release from

this past month and set new intentions for the month ahead.
This can create alot of growth and progress in your life. We are
most sensitive at this time and can reflect deeply about certain

areas in our life that are wanting change & expansion.

Archetype- Wise Woman
Element- Water 

Energy- Feminine (inwards)
Body- Emotional 



Inner Spring Days  8 - 14

Archetype- Maiden Goddess
Element- Air

Energy- Masculine (outward)
Body- Mental

 The Follicular phase (Pre-ovulation)
 

As we immerge out of our bleed the hormone Estradiol is rising & our
energy levels start coming back. We are immerging from our

hibernation and connecting back with our vitality. 
 

 This is a phase of becoming, a time to reconnect and remember who
you are. Your inner 'yes' and motivation is awakening. Feelings of

rebirth after being deepy cleansed from your bleed. 
If we reflect on nature in this season we would witness growth,

renewal and new life- reminding us of the energy we can harness at
this phase in our cycle. 

 
Approach yourself with tenderness and care as you reconnect with
yourself and your authentic rawness of whats truly alive within you.

Listen to the inner nudges and inspiration you may receive.
 

This is a great time to start organising and planning the rest of your
month, tapping into your creativity and starting new projects or ideas.
You can start intensifying your workout and movements. Remember
not to push too hard too soon wether in your exercise, work or to-do

list.
 

Yoni Steaming for 3 days consecutively 24 hours after you finish your
period will support a healthy womb & menstrual cycle.



Inner Summer
Archetype- Mother/Healer

Element- Fire
Energy- Masculine (outward)

Body- Spiritual
 

Days 15-21

Luteal phase (Ovulation)
 

This is the peak of your cycle where your body is at its most
fertile stage. Physically you are ready to conceive a baby and

energtically you are ready to conceive all creative dreams and
visions you want to birth into the world.

 
 Your libido is high and you may feel connected to your juicy

magical sensuality and sexual energy. A great time to manifest
and call in everything you truly desire. You are connected with
your inner fire that allows motivation and high energy to flow

naturally. 
 

This is a great time to be out in the world, to be socialising,
connecting with community and nurturing relationships. With
the inner fire that is activated it's a perfect time to utilise this
energy by asking for what you want, whether from people or

the universe.
 

Schedule time to get jobs done and tick stuff off your to-do list.
Journal about the motivation and ideas you receive.

Get your sweat on! Move your body and harness the power of
your energy into building strength in the body with light

weights at this time.



Inner Autumn Days 22-30

Archetype- Wild Woman
Element- Earth

Energy- Feminine (inward)
Body- Physical

 Luteal Phase
 

Just like in Autumn when the leaves fall from the trees, so to
will your mood & energy. Inviting you to shift your attention

inwards after the energetic space of ovulation and being 'out' in
the world.

 
The element of Earth being activated within to ground deeply

into your body and inner world. This is a time where we may
experience heavy emotions inviting us to sit with our shadow
aspects. We come home to our 'inner critic' and now have the

sacred task of holding ourselves. We may become conscious of
behavior patterns and coping mechanisms that are not serving

us. 
Autumn phase is conected to our physical body- the expression

of the subconscious mind. We hold suppressed and
unexpressed emotions in the body that can become stagnant.

When we feel triggered these emotions are activated asking us
to acknowledge and release them. 

 
Yoga, sensual dance, breathwork and somatic practices are

great to do in this phase so we can drop deep into our physical
bodies. 

Scheduling in massages and time alone so you can process this
raw phase of the feminine. Allow yourself to get into a practice
of releasing emotion and energy in the body- screaming, crying

, stomping, punching a pillow etc.
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Its important to understand that the diaphram above and the days
mentioned in each season is just an example of how a cookie cutter

cycle would look. 
This is unique for every woman. 

Some phases may last longer than others and some may start earlier or
later than shown. 

The more you track your cycle and come deeper into your own energy
you will be able to feel what phase you are in. 

Become familiar with yourself and keep a journal with dates so you can
tune into your own rhythm.

 
Then start to plan your life and schedule accordingly so your able to

really harness these phases and care for yourself appropriately.
 

If you are experiencing any imbalances with your cycle or womb health
and would like to work with me for a private consultation please feel

free to get intouch- I use a holistic method with personalised yoni
steaming plans, emotional & spiritual healing to support the healing of

the heart & womb. 
 

(If you have found this information to be helpful to you please consider
sharing with your family & friends)

 
Sacred sisters our wombs are a couldron of power, potential and
creativity. We ARE the embodiment of the divine feminine. All the

beauty of life wants to be expressed through us.
Dream big and shine your light!

 
Arohanui,

Taleta
xx

 
www.sacredsoulsisters.net

Final Notes


